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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Path 4 Career Project set to help Maltese Graduates shine in a
competative workforce
Technology and Consultancy company Acrosslimits has announced their partnership with
Italy, UK, Romania and Spain for the development of an innovative training program ideal to
equip school graduates with a major competitive edge entering the workforce.
The training program will empower graduates with skills that are often neglected in the
classroom and usually only attained during work experience itself. These soft skills however,
are becoming significantly crucial assets when it comes to finding a job and developing one’s
career
The custom-made training module will consist of 3 chapters and 3 innovative educational
games which will integrate the top 3 skills increasingly sought after by employers –
⚫

Soft Personal Skills: improving skills targeted by simulating realistic work situations.

⚫

Career Plan Design and implementation

⚫

Professional Internships: developing the skills to go through an interview for an
internship, using a virtual recruitment agent in a simulated recruitment interview.

‘There are simply not enough people around to meet the demand of work available in Malta
today. This explains the presence of so many non-Maltese working in our country. It is
becoming increasingly necessary for youths of today, regardless of their level of academic
qualification and their knowledge in their area of expertise – to acquire soft skills’, Project
Manager in Malta, Ms Francica said.
The Path 4 Career training modules will be used in 9 training workshops reaching 90 higher
education gradates and best of all, completely free of charge. Training workshops are set to
take place November this year and are still open for registrations.
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<ENDS MORE>
This is AcrossLimits’ 17th year as a successful SME delivering creative technology solutions
and specialist consultancy services across the EU. Their projects cover a diverse range of
areas which include eLearning, eHealth, eGovernment, Entrepreneurship and Digital Culture.
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